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Abstract

The covariant differential properties of the split Cay_

ley subalgebra of local quaternion tetrads is considered. Re_

ferred to this local quaternion tetrad the several geometrical

objects are given in terms of Zorn-Weyl matrices. Associated to

a pair of real null vectors «*»̂ liaWflff two-conponent spinor fields

over the curved space and the associated Zorn-Weyl matrices<which

satisfy the Dirac equation written in terms of the Zorn algebra.
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1 - Introduction

In a previous paper we have analyzed the algebraic

properties of the split Caylcy subalgebra of local quaternion

tetrads which may be associated to each coordinate point of a

curved fourdimensional manifold. In this paper we study the co_

variant differential properties of such formalism. We have

shown previously that the role played by the second-rank He£

mitian aatrice6 of the twc-component spinor formalism are present

ly taken over by four Zorn-Weyl matrices which are associated

to each local Weyl representation in the curved space. Since

the internal symmetry group is the local SL_(C) we have two

different Weyl representations, which define two sets of the
(a)

above matrices. These sets are denoted by the symbol '#? (a=
. (a) "" U

1,2). The analogy between the .j£ and the second-rank Hejr

mitian matrices again indicates that the present formalism is a

local quaternion subalgebra of the full Cayley algebra, this
(a)property follows from the fact that the ^ are really 4*4

matrices as compared with the o* , T which are 2*2 matrices.

Here we show that this local quaternion tetrad written -as Zorn

-Weyl matrices act as projection operators which associate to

each geometrical object (tensor or spinors) a well defined

Zorn-Weyl matrix belonging to the local quaternion subalgebra

of the Cayley algebra. The flat spacetime limit is then easily

obtained and coincides with known results.

Our present Zorn-Weyl representation of octonions

(and of quaternions) may also be thought as a 4*4 matrix sim
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ilar to a y-matrix. Such matrices, and their non-associative

(2)
law of product' were already considered in the literature

However, we mention that for our covariant treatment involving

the internal group SLO(C) such analogy is not relevant. In
(a) ~

deed, it is not possible presently to associate to each ~-%j

a Y~roatrix since for each value of ^ we have only a type of

Weyl basis, and as is known a y-aatrix contains the two Weyl

bases. Due to this we here follow our previous interpretation
(a)

considering the "& as Zorn matrices referred to a Weyl ba

siss the non-assccir.tive product being defined locally by ill

troducing :'sc?.lar'' and "wedge" products of the quaternion ba.

ses .

In the second section we consider the

tion of the differential operator in flat spaces and ^

duce several formulas associated to the algebra of the . ; i;sca

lar" and "wedge" products of the quaternion bases. All these

formulas hold locally in .1 curved sracatine with P.iemannian

structure. In the third section we introduce the Zorn-Wc^rl

matrices associated to geometrical objects according to

our previous notations. Finally in the fourth section we de

termine the Zrrn-Weyl crvariant•derivative and apply the fo_r

tnalisra for the relntivistic spin -s- wave equation in curved

space

used previously

The notation used in this paper is identical to that

(1)
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2 - The Zorn-Weyl differential operator in flat space-time.

Following the some notation of (1) we define a flat

space-time Zorn-Weyl differential operator in the quater^

nion representation as

iWa<eo>9o - Wa ( ej ) 9j
(2.1)

where ̂  takes the values 1 or 2.

Here 9 , 3 . denote the usual partial derivatives.

W (e ) denote one of the two Weyl representations of the qua
a ot

ternion basis s . The operator (2,1) sets on a Zorn-Weyl rsa

trix as D (A) * D G A, where © is the Zorn product. It fol
a a —

lows that

(2.2)

where

a

and

ated Zorn-Weyl matrix is given by ZW (A ) .
a u

(2.3)3L= ZW

) being the 2X2 unit matrix.

If A is the electromagnetic potential its aasoci

(2.1) it is possible to show that the Moxwell equations

(3)the Lorentz gouge assume the form

Using

in



* i --•' (2.4)

where J = Z'» (i ) are the two Zorr-Wo-wl representations of
a a - u

Z O
a a - y

the current four vector.

For calculating (2*4) we need the following proper^

ties of the scalar and wedge products of the quaternion bases

e. .

3 - Zorn frleyl matricos associated to geometrical objects.

The Zorn-Weyl matrices associated to the four vectors

of the tetrad 1^ = (hp(0), \(1)> \(2)>
 hy(3) ) a r e g i v e n b y

(3.1)

Then the Zorn-Neyl matrices issociated to a vector B

defined by

(a) (a) ty u

zri

(3.2)

Algebraic Zcrn-Weyl objects nay il.so be nssociated to tensors 5

spinors and mixed geometrical objects. To^ B , a tensor of
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rank two,we can associate the Zorn-Weyl matrices

a»l,2
(a)
C,

(,\)y
(3.3)

where B(A)y (A) ay*

It is also possible to associate to B a further
cry

Zorn-Weyl matrix given by

(1),

>V>- (3.4)

From the definition of the Zorn product we have seen that

(l) (y (2)v)

Thus if B is symmetric the expression (3.4) becomes

If B is antisymmetric C of (3.4) contains only non diago

nal "matrix elements".

Now we consider the problem of associating ZW J

rices tospinor fields in curved spaces. This correspondence is

obtained by recalling that two-component spinors are related

to tensers through well known formulas. Here we are mainly

interested in two-component spinor fields of the type X A » U

since we want to obtain the Dirac equation for a massive

spin y particle in terms of the Zorn algebra. With this in

mind we consider a pair of real null vectors V (x) and W (x).

Then
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V x ) •7

\ cr AB<3c)coA(x)u£<x) = i aiu.^(x)a)
A(x)u

B(x) (3.6)

where a , x • h . . (x)a '
y(x) y(a)

In matrix notation we hav

x = (x,) = [x 1 , xf = (x;) = (x; xp
ViJ

V
(a,;-) = a

similarly we denote

* *
T y ~ c°°]x°e ~ { c f i

Ra.ising and lowering of spinor indices is obtained by the use

of the sninors e. s e "' , as:

Now the equation (3.6) can be written as

Wy = I

where p,, = (0",lA,j) = P,.'. Since T-J is a real vector field

Similarly equation (3.5) gives
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1 T
T X
2 A

Now using (3.2) we get the Zcrn-Weyl matrices associated to

the spinors •% and Q i

, (a).(a) (a)
3 = &

(a) (a)

c - 3s
(a)

(3.7)

(3.8)

A is C I/

Zorn-Weyl matrices associated to arbitrary spinor fields may

also be constancted. For example, if $.D/^A is a spinor asso
A is C I/

ciated to a second rank tensor field

•*«(!!>

Then Zorn-Heyl matrices of the type (3.2) cr (3.3) may be ob_

tained. Finally we may also construct Zorn-Weyl natrices asso

ciated to nixed spin-tensor objects. For example for the spin

-tensor field (x), the associated Zorn-Weyl natrices are

(3.9)

4 - The covariant Zorn-Weyl differential operator and Field

equations.

New we consider the ->roblem of forming higher order

tensors seiners, or mixed objects by taking covariant dcriva

tives in the Zorn-Woyl formalition of those objects.

For thrt purpose ara introduce an affine connection

and define the differential operator
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(4.1)

and using (3.1), construct its associated Zorn-Weyl covariant

differential ooerators

(a)

The definition of F will depend on the space where

operates. We can write a88) where the indices

(4.2)

(a)
CD

5, 3

are to be taken as world indices, or spinor indices. Thus if
(a)
D operates on a Zorn-Weyl matrix associated to a world vector

then F $ is given by the Christoffel symbols {y R}. On the
(a)

other hand if D operates on a Zorn-Weyl matrix associated

to a spinor field the F 3 are the components of the spinor
(a)

connection. We may also consider (D acting on Zorn-Weyl

matrices which are associated with mixed objects displaying

vector and spinor indices, in this case I* 3 is a more com

plicated structure where the indices as 3 take on the values

of spinor and tensor indices. In this case (F g) are

represented by a sum of terms involving the Christoffel sym

bols and the spinor affinities. In the equation (4.1) 1 denotes

the identity element with the sane index structure as the

term F . For example, considering the mixed object i/i of

(3.9) we;have

V ^A = (<5A6P9 - { P }5A + F AU v v *• D v y yv D y
D

A otherefore in this case 1^ is represented by &n$ and
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here r n represents the spinor affinity associated to local
y J

uninodular transformations of the spinor indices. In the flat

space limit, in Cartesian coordinates, h/Ov •*• 6Q, h

n „ and r . -»• 0s so that (D

operator (4 .2) we may construct covariant wave equations iii

volving tensors spinors or nixed objects. As a first example

consider the expression

D „ Now using the covariant

(1) (2)
© 0 B

(1) (2) (1)

30 ©
(2)

(4.3)

where B (x) is an arbitrary vector field. Using the prcner_

ties

V h, % = 0, V I = 0
y (v) ' y- (4.4)

and assuming that By = A (the electromagnetic potential)

in (4.3) , then D ® B gives the Zorn-Weyl matrix associ

ated to the eletronagnetic field F in curved space-time. A

straightforward calculation shows that in the flat limit

this expression reduces to the expression 5.€>A2 of (2.4),

Now consider the Zorn covariant derivative of a real null vec

tor associated to the spinor X (see Eq. (3.7)), denoting

(2) (1)
ID 0 3 (4.5)

here we use unities such that c=1i = lc Using the usual spiri

or connection condition 1) 0", = 0 we have that the diagonal
y A

matrix elenents in (4.5) are given by
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A * M,,)

Defining for any Zcrn-Weyl matrix

(a) (a) TiT
S( N ) = N + N = t r

we have for (4.5)

(2) TIT
s( D e B ) = ( x ! a a a

x
 + x"'cvax.a) (4.6)

Similarly for the matrix (3.8) we have

S( ID © C ) = -(fi
j 0*

* + flVfl*. ) I (4.7)

Introducing

L = (S ln -x + s2x'r'ti*) I ( 4 . 8 )

K = ( S 3 X + P * + s4nT.x) ( 4 . 9 )

where s.. ,

mined, we finrl

2 ? s~ and s / ?.te constant numbers to be detejr

(2) OT r t a T
S( D O 6 ) + L = ( [ x ' aa + S l 0

T ] x +
(4.10)

S( D © C

.a
(4.11)

For the choice
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-m,
(4.12)

S4 * S3

the terms between brackets in the rhs of (4.10) and (4.11)

give, the Ihs of the Dirac equations written in terms of two-coo

(4) . . 1

ponent spinors . Here m is the rest mass of the spin •=•

particle. According to our method we may present the Dirac

equation in the Zorn algebra on a curved space as (use 4.12))

for

(
S( © ) - 2m R «x)zw

3(
e/o)) * °

(2) (1)
(4,13)

S( O 0 C ) + 2n Re(JT .X)ZW3(e(o)) = 0

Note that from the rhs of (4.10) and (4.11) the

feins is writen as

0
*a

-ia • .
3 .a

. aBA 0
,iCT

(4.14)

from our previous definitions it fellows that
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where 1, is the 4x4 identity matrix belonging to the

Clifford algebra of the Y a defined by (4.14).

aWe note that y from (4.14) may be written as

(o)

It is also possible to darive a direct analogue of

the lhs of the Dirac equation without the problem presented by

(4.13) which Is quadratic in the spinors y. Q. For obtaining

such direct ?.n?l~ey wci recall the definition (3.9) and re

write the relations (3.7) and (3.8) as

(a) (a)-

B = X: M A.

where

(a)

M
A

(a) A (a)
C = u' H

(n)

AB
X

U

(a),, *

(4.15)

(4.16)

These expressions are linear in the spinrrs X» & and a

straightforward calculation gives

(2) OT: .,;„
(4.17)

similarly



S( O 0 WA) = CgA u £. (4.18)

Define pA

The, from (4 .17 ) and (4 .18) we have

(2) TIT'
S( © © M A) + Vu = [a v A BXB . v -nwA] - (4.19)

(2) (1) * •
S( O 0 ».' A) + FA = LaJA a,^ + B.XJ (4.20)

Therefore the Dirac equation in the Zorn algebra may also be

directly obtained from (4.19) and (4.20) as

(2) TT5": :
S( JD O M A) + P/l = 0 (4.21)

(2) TTT
S( ID O M .) + FA » 0 (4.22)

Now we will derive the Zorn-Weyl version of the Klein Gordon

equation. Defining the spinor operators (or Cartan matrices as

l 1 if* "Rl^ 1 if* R

sociated to the covariant derivative) ff;,? and CT V ,

we can form the ZV elements

From (4.17) and (4.18) we find



'CA

(2) (1);
(4.23)

(4.24)

We have

2

R

~ 2 XB(;v;y) +

(4.25)

where P is the curvature 2-spinor o Sinilarly

) * 2 PV WR
U'

(4.26)

Substitution of (4.25) into (4.23) and (4.26) into (4.24)

gives

0- © S( © © M A) = -2

(4.27)

(2) (1)

(4o2S)

where

C CA
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He h a v e f rom ( 4 . 2 0 ) and ( 4 . 2 2 )

* *u ; 2

similarly from (4.19) and (4.21)

a x A y

Then, the Klein-Gordon equation for each component of X and

J2 has the form

oS:->e{s( ID e n A> + ?"} = i {-i

*

(2) (1)
T ,> •

X

where jf] represents the covariant T/ilembert operator

D g ^

The equations (4029) and (4.30) in the limit of flat space re

duce to the correct Klein-Gordon equations for the signature

(+2), in special relativity. These results show that the Zorn

-Weyl formulation of the wave equations in general relativity

is compatible with the flat space-tine limit.
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The Zorn-Weyl matrix formalism as it was presented is

essentially a quaternion formalism with the diference that the

quaternion algebra is now regarded as a sufaalgebra of a con

plex octonion algebra. As such the Zcrn-Weyl formalism may oJE

ter a better alternative for a formulation of a quantum field

theory in general relativity where a larger group of symme-

tries may be selected.
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